Customer Testimonial
L-X® Heavy-Duty Chemical Supplement (2300)
Asplundh Tree Company – Nashville, Tenn.
GMC Boom Trucks
•

Improved power

Customer Profile
Asplundh Tree Company is one of the world’s most well known
tree service companies. Their trademark orange trucks and
equipment are widely recognized all over the country. They
trim trees in Nashville for Nashville Electric Service on a
contract basis.
Application
GMC Boom Trucks are used to carry the limbs, shavings and
chips from trees cut away from power lines, gathered after
storm damage and from clearing of land under development.
Challenge
One particular boom/bucket truck, which tows a 6,000+ pound
chipper unit, was not running very well. The truck had very
limited power and was extremely sluggish when going up hills
and when trying to accelerate.
LE Solution
The local LE lubrication consultant recommended L-X® HeavyDuty Chemical Supplement (2300), which is a fuel supplement
for internal combustion engines. It cleans internal engine parts,
prevents carbon and gum deposits on rings, plugs, injectors,
pistons, valves, carburetors and PCV valves. L-X 2300 reduces
friction, wear and fuel consumption.
Results
The same boom/bucket truck previously mentioned was having
problems climbing a long steep hill on one of Nashville’s streets
while on the way to a jobsite. On two different occasions, a
local towing company was called to tow the truck to the top of
the hill. This cost quite a bit of downtime for the truck and the
crew. Henry Tomlin, general superintendent, ordered L-X 2300
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and gave a bottle of it to the truck driver, John Stevens, to
pour in the gas tank. The improvement noticed was almost
immediate. The same truck can now climb the same hill
under it’s own power, while still towing the 6,000+ pound
chipper. The power improvement was almost unbelievable.
John came back at the end of the day and said, “Boss, I
don’t know what that bottle of stuff you gave me to put
in the truck was, but it sure did work. It busted something
loose in the fuel system and the power improvement is
unreal!” Several of the other drivers and crewmembers have
commented on the improvements noticed. Henry Tomlin
said, “tell anybody to call me and I’ll tell ‘em how well the
stuff works. That is the best stuff I’ve ever used as far as a
fuel injector cleaner goes.”
Other Products Used
•

BTU+ Power Supplement & Cleaner (2420) is used in the
diesel chipper units and does a fantastic job.

Thank you to Henry Tomlin, general
superintendent, John Stevens, crew
foreman and truck driver, and to Chris
Nowlen, LE lubrication consultant
(pictured), for providing the information
used in this report.
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